Knock! Knock!!
Knock!!
Getting bored in this lockdown???
Time to check if you can grab a job!!!

GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC, NAGPUR
Department of
Electronics & Telecommunication
Presents

STATE LEVEL
ONLINE
QUIZ
COMPETITION
20th May, 2020

For more details visit:
https://sites.google.com/view/gpnelectronicsquiz/home

#Stay home #Stay Safe
Government Polytechnic, Nagpur, was founded on July, 1914. The institute runs 12 programmes including Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics & telecommunication, Computer, Information Technology, Metallurgy, Mining, Packaging Technology, Automobile, Textile and Travel & Tourism. The total intake capacity of all programmes is 860 students (first shift 680 and second shift 180). The premises of this institute is spread over 22 acres of land with good infra-structure facilities. Govt. of Maharashtra awarded academic autonomy in 1995.

Objective

The Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, Government Polytechnic, Nagpur with immense pleasure presents a ‘State Level Online Quiz Competition’, for diploma students with a perspective of paving students’ ways towards competitive exams. In this lockdown situation due to global pandemic COVID-19, we strive to present an opportunity for students to get a glimpse of the competitive jobs scenario just at their fingertips. This quiz will be instrumental in inculcating problem solving ability in students as a pedestal to success in the professional world.

Quiz Details

- Registration and Participation is free of cost.
- The online Quiz has two sections:
  - **Section A**: General Aptitude
  - **Section B**: Engineering Knowledge
- **Eligibility**: Students studying in second/Third Year Electronics & Telecommunication/Electrical/Instrumentation/Medical Electronics can opt for the quiz.
- **Date of the quiz**: 20th May, 2020
- **E-Certificate** will be issued via email to all the registered participants scoring more than 40%.
- For more details regarding the quiz visit the following link
  [https://sites.google.com/view/gpnelectronicsquiz/home](https://sites.google.com/view/gpnelectronicsquiz/home)
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